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SCOPE OF SURVEY

Acting at the request of Mr.  Bryan xxxxxx, this surveyor, Frank Barron S.A.M.S.-S.A. and Lynne 
Barron, did attend onboard the xxxxxx, on 19 February 2012, at Charleston City Boatyard & Ripley 
Pt Marina, where an in-water and out-of-water inspection was conducted.  This vessel was surveyed 
without removal of major hatches, to include fittings, tacked carpet, screwed or nailed boards, 
anchors & chains, fixed partitions, instruments, clothing, spare parts and miscellaneous materials in 
the bilges and lockers, or other fixed or semi-fixed items.  Areas that cannot be evaluated because of 
inaccessibility to visual examination will be noted in this report. The vessel and associated systems 
were powered up. It is recommended that qualified Engine and Electronics Surveyor(s) evaluate the 
engines and electronics of the vessel. This survey will evaluate the documentation of major safety 
items and systems.  Also, a general description and condition will be discussed.  It is implied that any 
system NOT addressed is understood to be functional & serviceable (for example - not every light 
etc... will be mentioned if it is in normal expected working condition).  A Tramex Skipper Plus 
Moisture Meter might be used and moisture content might be referred to, relative to other areas of 
the vessel.  The moisture content cannot be quantified in %-age or in absolute numbers - it is a 
comparative value to any specific given location to another specific location on the vessel.  Note - 
Higher ambient air temperatures and humidity may have an effect on the total air moisture - this will 
be noted in the General Information. For terms of this survey the “intended service” is based upon 
the original designer and/or manufactures concept of the capabilities of the vessel design and the 
owners intended use and capabilities of the vessel.  No determination of stability characteristics or 
inherent structural stability has been made and no opinion is expressed with respect thereto.  This 
survey report also represents the insurability of the vessel on the above date and is the unbiased 
opinion of the undersigned, but is not to be considered an inventory or a warranty either specified or 
implied.

The vessels original current registration papers WERE NOT SEEN * See Note 1. The Hull 
Identification Number (HIN) WAS NOT found through normal access to the starboard aft quarter. 
Note – An HIN was not in effect until 1984, thus it would not be expected to find one on this age 
vessel.
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GUIDELINES OF SURVEY

The Mandatory Standards promulgated by the United States Coast Guard (USCG), under the 
authority of Title 46 United States Code (USC); Title 33 and Title 46, Code of Federal Regulations 
(CFR), and the Voluntary Standards and Recommended Practices developed by the American Boat 
and Yacht Council (ABYC) and the National Fire Protection  Association (NFPA) have been used as 
guidelines in the conduct of this survey.

Terms and words used in this report have the following meanings as used in this survey.

APPEARS:  Indicates that a very close inspection of the particular system, component or item was 
not possible due to constraints imposed upon the surveyor (e.g. no power available, inability to 
remove panels, or requirements not to conduct destructive tests). 

FIT FOR INTENDED USE:  Use which is intended by Owner.

SERVICEABLE: ADEQUATE:  The particular system or component is sufficient for specific 
requirement.

POWERS UP:  Power was applied and does not apply to the operation of any system or component, 
unless specifically mentioned.

EXCELLENT CONDITION:  New or like new.  “BRISTOL” (along with Excellent) denotes 
additional items, systems or maintenance - better than factory new.  Loaded with extras.

GOOD CONDITION: Nearly new, with only minor cosmetic or structural discrepancies noted.

FAIR CONDITION: Denotes that system, component is functional as is with minor repairs and 
should be monitored often to see if condition deteriorates.

POOR CONDITION:  Unusable as is.  Requires repair or replacement of system or component for it 
to be considered functional.

USE OF:        “* See Note “- will indicate that a finding that requires immediate attention by the 
owner/operator and will be listed in the “NOTES - Findings and Recommendations” section of this 
report.   
                        “* Monitor__”  will be in the text of this report and is used to indicate an item/system 
that is not immediately critical but is recommended to be checked on a regular, periodic basis  - then 
track trend.    
                      In regards to “Notes” and “Monitor” it is recommended that a qualified personnel be 
consulted that has expertise for the specific subject/item.
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GENERAL INFORMATION

File Number:        xxxxx

Survey Prepared for:        Mr.  xxxxxx      

Name of Vessel:        xxxxxx       

Hull Identification Number:                              None 

Type of Survey: Pre Purchase

Date/Time/Place of Survey: 19 February 2012, 0815 – 1430, Ripley Pt Marina & 
Charleston City Boatyard.

Environmental Conditions: Clear, calm, 65’, 39% humidity, Pressure 30.05in

Overall Vessel Rating:       Above BUC  Condition

Valuation: $96,500 USD

Year/Make/Model: 1972 Hatteras, 36C Sportfish

USCG Documentation Number: 1106757            

State Registration Number: N/A
          

Hailing Port:                                                 Charleston, SC.

Navigational Limits: Per underwriter’s limits & operators ability

Hull Material: FRP Fiberglass

Hull Type: Semi-Displacement

Length Over All (LOA): 36 feet 2 inches

Hull Beam: 12 feet, 7inches

Draft: 2 feet, 8inches (from mean load waterline).      
Gross Tonnage: 15GRT
Propulsion System:              Twin Screw       Fuel Type:   Diesel       

Fuel Capacity: 240 US Gal (as reported by broker).

Freshwater Capacity:                                   70 US Gal (as reported by broker).

MSD Holding Tank Capacity:  None
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VESSEL DESCRIPTION

xxxxxx is an exceptional vessel. She is a 40 year old beauty. She has been maintained and upgraded 
by a fastidious owner. She is clean and polished. But more than that, behind the scenes, she is solid 
below decks and the systems are to ABYC Standards. 
As one enters the vessel from the aft cockpit, there is a “rocket launcher” for fishing equipment. 
Ample stowage below the deck and on the side gunnale’s.
Going forward into the saloon, there is a clean, functional sitting area with two couches along the 
bulkheads.  Going down to forward, is a small galley to starboard and head, with shower to port. 
Further forward is a spacious “V” berth with lots of cabinetry stowage. 

                    

The decks are clean and well laid out for a fishing adventure. The upper driving station affords 
excellent visibility and monitoring of the activities on the aft deck. It is equipped with updated 
navigation and system monitoring electronics.

    

Though an older vessel, she has been well maintained and improved. She shows minimal signs of 
wear. The electrical system has been improved and is to standard. 
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SYSTEMS

HULL

• Exterior Hull: Above Waterline:
Decks: Cored FRP – solid, no soft spots noted.  The deck is clean and has good non-skid. Adequate 

hand holds.  There is a small ~6-8” hairline gelcoat crack 
on the atf starboard walkway just aft of the outrigger deck 
mount. This appears to be a gelcoat fracture only. An 
inspection below showed no sign of a more structural 
deficiency * Monitor.

                                   
                            Hairline crack on deck                                Directly below crack 

Sides: Good, clean condition – no damage or scrapes.  There is some evidence of a sealant on the aft 
port transom joint – appears sealed. One screw has 
“backed-out” along the forward starboard rubrail - * 
reseal and set. The hull sides above the waterline were 
basically dry and were phenolically sounded and were 
investigated with a moisture meter for delamination. There 
were some elevated readings of moisture around the HVAC 
raw water discharge. No delamination suspected * 
Monitor. 

Rails:                None on deck. Upper station has adequate safety rails and 
handholds.

Superstructure: Molded fiberglass – has been FRP’d over forward windows 
to ensure a seal from seaspray and add an updated look. 
Small “spider” crack on upper station where starboard 
bench seat joins helm.

Interior: Hardwood paneling.
Bulkheads: Wood & Fiberglass supporting.
Hatches/Ports: New non-movable windows in saloon – sealed and dry.
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• Exterior Hull: Below Waterline:

Hull: The bottom appeared fair and solid. There is a hairline 
crack along the starboard side stem-keel joint. This did not produce any elevated moisture reading or 
delamination. Most likely a minor stress from age. * Monitor and explore an FRP seal at a later 
haulout. There is a gelcoat chip along the starboard waterline about 6’ aft of the bow. * Monitor and 
reseal at next haulout.

                          
       Hairline crack on stem                       Gelcoat chip – starboard waterline

Thru Hulls: Good Condition 
Bilge - General Condition: Clean and uncluttered.
Frames:Partition & Bulkheads
Stern: Flat and solid. * Note – there are some towels jammed between the starboard deck and 

transom from the aft beneath deck access – unknown 
intent.

Rudder: Twin – solid and no lateral movement.
Propeller: 
      (Size/ pitch/ materials/ # of blades) 21RH22 – Starboard;  21HL22- Port. 
Propeller Shaft (material & size):  Stainless Steel, 1.5 inch.    
Propeller Protection: Skeg.
Struts: Good.
Cutlass Bearings: Good – minimal wear and appear true – no apparent 

unbalanced wear
Zincs: New shaft and rudder zincs installed
Trim Tabs: Functional.
              
           
MACHINERY, PROPULSION & BELOW DECKS

Engine:
       Make:   Cummings                      Model: 6BTA 20001 series     ~1450 hours (as reported by owner)
       Ser #                                                      - #1 Port       46043559                        
                   -#2 Stbd       unknown (painted over)      

Transmission:                    
       Make: ARCO IRM 220 A1         
        Ser# - 1 Port      21126J

- 2 Stbd      21125J
Location/accessibility: Amidships, tight but workable.                   
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Mounts: Solid and no evidence of weakness during “back down”
test on sea trial.    

Cooling System:                                      Open and closed system. No leaks noted, coolant  
                                                            levels normal.
Zincs:                                                       Appear new.      
Pan Under Engine:                                 Clean.
Flame Arrestor:                                      N/A
Filters:                                                      Dual Racor 1000FG - clear
Exhaust Line:                                          Per A.B.Y.C. standard.   
Controls:                                                  Mechanical
Shaft Log:                                                Fiberglass – solid.
Stuffing Box:                                            Dripless system – solid and dry.
Bearings:                                                 Solid - no “play”.
Steering:                                                  Hynautic R-06,07 or 12 series hydraulic steering.
Bilge:
   Bilge Pumps:
        - #1 Fwd: Rule 1500 w/Rule-a-matic switch.
        - #2 Aft: Rule 1500 (?)  w/Rule-a-matic switch
   Discharge route: Unobstructed & direct.         
   Alarm - High Water: Yes.
   Seacocks: Serviceable - ball type. 
Auxiliary Generator: 
   Make:   Northernlites 8kw Model:  PX308K1          
   Serial#: K10165  #Hours: 1650 (as reported by owner).                                 
   Cooling System:  Raw water. 
   Exhaust Line: Per A.B.Y.C. standard. 
   Fuel Filter: Racor  500FG – clear.

      

ELECTRICAL
 

• A/C System:
   Outlets: U.S. Standard – all GFI, checked functional.
   Shore power Method: Dual 30 cords. Normal, no arching noted.
   GenSet Supply: 110v, 60hz
   Inverter: None.

• D/C System:
   Batteries: 2 Nautilus Gold 8D HG batteries – house and starting. One 

12v battery inside upper station as a backup for 
electronics.  * See Note 2.       

   Charging Method: Mastervolt ChargeMaster 12/50-3, s/n A301E0248.
    Monitoring System: Paneltronics – well laid out and per ABYC Standard.
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                      Panel                                   Charger             Stressed back insulation
 Circuit Breakers: Good – no “Hot” breakers noted. 
Wiring:                                  Per A.B.Y.C.  E-11 standard
Bonding System: Good - per A.B.Y.C. Standard.  ElectroGuard direct 

bonding system to shaft.

       
PLUMBING & TANKAGE

Sanitation System:
Head:  #1 – Raritan LectraSan MC – composting head.
   Tank:                               None.
     Model: N/A
     Capacity: N/A.
   Pump System: N/A.
   Macerator: N/A.
   Fills & Vents: N/A.
    Access: N/A.

Potable Water Tank:    
   Material: FRP.
   Capacity: 70 US Gal (as reported by broker).
 Fills & Vents: Approved Hose - per A.BY.C.Standard.
   Access: Deck
   Hot Water: Seaward F600 6 US Gal.  s/n 907956.
Pumps:  
     Water Pressure: Jabsco SensorMax 31755-0000 s/n 08E34772 – used for 

house and freshwater washdown. 
     Accumulator: ShurFlo 181-203    s/n 381568.
      Filtration: Whirlpool WholeHouse WHCF-DWH * See Note 3.

Fuel:
     Tank:                               FRP – Diesel.
     Capacity:                                                  240 US Gal (as reported by broker).
     Location: Below aft deck.          
     Fills & Vents: Per A.B.Y.C. Standard. 
    Access: Below aft deck – capacity viewport embedded in deck.

Deck: ShurFlo Blaster 3901-2214 s/n 937170 seawater washdown.
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INTERIOR

Bulkheads: Fiberglass and hardwood.  
Sole: Cherry and Maple, carpet.
Bilge Covers: Serviceable.
Cabin Sides: Clean – no leakes noted.
Hatches: Serviceable – no leaks noted.

HVAC/Ventilation:
    Aft: CruiseAir 16,000BTU Model WFAH5   s/n 53068154.
    Fwd: CruiseAir 16,000BTU Model – unk        s/n 81699275 - with March ACDCMD raw water 

pump.
   Lighting: Dual function AC/DC lighting throughout. 

* Recommend bulb guard in engine room.
       Entertainment: - Sony HDMI Dolby Digital Prologic CD/AM/FM player

- Vizio 22” HD flatscreen VO22L s/n LSMDPAJ4450316.
- Mirage and Infinity speakers throughout.

Berth Cushions/Mattresses: Serviceable.  Except where noted in galley.
Galley:
   Refrigeration: Haier 5.1cu ft.
   Stove: None.

       Fuel type/Tank Location: None.
   Microwave: GE Model JE5735WS s/n GR9114770.
   Sink: Single stainless. – hot and cold.
   Ice Maker: None.
   Stowage:                                               Very ample cabinetry with drawers.    

WHEELHOUSE

Instrumentation/Operating Systems: (steering /type/ #of stations/ arrangement)

Compass:   None.                  
Navigation awareness:
              RADAR/GPS/PLOTTER – Furuno Navnet VX2  RDP-149  s/n 4345-9236.

VHF – Dual ICOM M502 VHF w/external West Marine speaker.
Autopilot- Simrad AP-16    s/n 2208811 6BA2430.
- Flux Gate RC36 s/n 2208620AA14048 in forward berth.

* All systems were powered up and appeared to function properly but accuracy was not verified.  

DECKS & DECK GEAR
Anchor:Danforth.
Lines: Unknown length of chain.
Windlass: None.
Lifelines (Railing): None.
Spotlights: None.
Hooks, Poles etc: Yes.
Canvas:Seen in aft cabin – not fitted.
Bimini: Good shape, needs cleaning. No rips, tears or seams separating.
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SAFETY & REGULATORY * See Note 4.

Personal Floatation Device: 4 Type II, 6 Type I. 
Sound Producing Device: No.
Bell: No.
Fire Suppression: Three ABC dry chemical handheld extinguishers.

One worn “Fire Control” in forward berth closet.
FireBoy Halon 1301 Model 70MA.  * See Note 5.                                        

Back Flame Control: N/A
Ventilation: Serviceable.
CO/Fire Alarm: None seen.   
Visual Distress Signal: None Seen.    
Throwing device: None Seen                           

       Emergency Tiller: N/A
First Aid: Seen
Pollution Placard: Seen
Garbage Placard: None seen.
Waste management Plan: N/A. (Vessels over 40 feet)
    
MISCELLANEOUS

Tender:                                                           None seen.
          

Recreational Equipment: None Seen.

Sea Trial: Backdown – mounts solid and secure.
Rudder shaft – clean and true, appropriate drip.
Gland – dripless, dry.
Water temperature – main display             P - 1950, S -1950 

         - engine room display P - 1900,   S -1850 
       - IR meter reading     P - 1850, S -1850     

RPM-Speed   Idle   500RPM    -     4.6kts
   2000RPM   -   13.3kts

        WOT2975RPM   -   28.1kts  
  

“NOTES” -   FINDINGS and RECOMMENDATIONS

Note#1  Recommend all registration documents be on board when operating the vessel.  33 CFR 173. 

Note#2 Insulate battery lead on starboard battery.

Note#3 Fresh water “house” filter needs to be tightened to prevent leaks.

Note#4 Recommend a US Power Squadron or USCG Auxiliary safety 
counseling for captain/owner and a courtesy inspection. (http://www.safetyseal.net).

Note#5 A.B.Y.C. Standard A-4 Fire Fighting Equipment - Maintenance of 
Portable Fire Extinguishers  Ap.5.4.2  - At least once a year, a full maintenance check should be made by a 
qualified fire extinguishing service facility in accordance with the maintenance instructions on the name plate of 
the extinguisher. A tag should be attached showing the date of such maintenance check. Portable dry chemical 
fire extinguishers shall be maintained/inspected in accordance with ABYC A-4 Ap.5.4.2, and fixed dry chemical 
fire extinguishers per ABYC A4 Ap.6.3.
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SURVEYORS OBSERVATIONS

xxxxxx has been maintained to A.B.Y.C. standards.  She is in astounding shape for her age and if 
maintained to current standards, has many years of service to give.

 

SUMMARY

After the survey has been completed and findings have been organized in a logical manner, the 
surveyor develops an opinion of the OVERALL VESSEL RATING OF CONDITION. The grading of 
condition, developed by  BUC Research, and accepted in the marine industry, for a vessel at the 
time of survey, determines the adjustment to the range of base values in the BUC  Used Boat Price 
Guide.

The following schema is the accepted Marine Grading System of Condition and Equipment Scale 
described in the BUC Used Boat Price Guide.
“Excellent (Bristol)” Maintained in mint or Bristol fashion - usually better than factory new- and 
loaded with extras - a rarity.
“Above BUC     Condition”     Has had above average care and equipped with extra electrical and 
electronic gear.
“BUC     Condition”     Ready for sale requiring no additional work and normally equipped for her 
size.
“Fair”  Requires usual maintenance to prepare for sale.
“Poor” Substantial yard work to prepare for sale.
“Restorable” Enough of hull and engine exists to restore the boat to useable condition.

SURVEYORS CERTIFICATION

We certify that, to the best of our knowledge and belief:

The statements of fact contained in this report are true and correct.
The reported analyses, opinions, and conclusions are limited only by the reported 

assumptions and limiting conditions, and is our personal, unbiased professional analyses, 
opinions and conclusions.

We have no present or prospective interest in the vessel that is the subject of this report, and 
we have no bias with respect to the parties involved.

Our compensation is not contingent upon the reporting of a predicted or predetermined 
value or direction in value that favors the cause of the client, the amount of the estimate, 
the attainment of a stipulated result, or the occurrence of a subsequent event.

We have made a personal inspection of the vessel that is the subject of this report.

                                        Submitted without prejudice,

                  Frank Lynne

                                  Frank Barron                         Lynne Barron
                                  S.A.M.S. - SA
                                                       Marine Surveyors           

This Time Sensitive Document was prepared exclusively for Mr.  xxxxxx.  Any reproduction, use or resale of this document by any 
individuals other than Mr. xxxxxx or his designee is not supported by these surveyors.




